HIGHLIGHTS
21 November – 4 December

THEATRE

EXHIBITION

EXHIBITION

Breszztime!

Middle Ages in Friesland

Homo Bulla Est

25 & 26 November

Tuesday - Sunday

25 & 26 november

Two wonderful musical evenings are
on the programme at Theater de Bres.
Friday evening, XXL Songwriters with
Vythess, special guests and animated
films by NHL/Stenden students. Saturday
is all about native texts and music,
passionately sung by Noordenbos and Ko.

Dive into the illustrious history of the
Frisian Middle Ages. This brilliant exhibition
shows new scientific insights about the
society of the north in the high and late
Middle Ages. Discover a story of women
with an abundance of dazzling jewels,
violent clashes between clans, warriors
with pole-vault spears and shaved hair.

De Utrecht is a hidden gem in the city
centre of Leeuwarden, which in itself is
worth discovering. But are you already
familiar with the intimate, changing
exhibitions? Until 26 November, you
will find the video artworks by Inge
Reisberman, in which time and space
merge. Immerse yourself in this ‘slow
cinema’ in a world full of wonder.

theaterdebres.nl
friesmuseum.nl

deutrecht.frl
EXHIBITION

Celebrate!
Tuesday - Sunday
The Princessehof will be celebrating
for a whole year! With this exhibition,
the museum shows how parties are
celebrated throughout the Netherlands,
from Passover and Ketikoti to Carnival
and Divali. The differences between
the celebrations are large, but food and
drinks almost always play an integral role,
and therefore also ceramics.

WALK

Miniature People Leeuwarden
Daily

TOUR

Prison Tour Blokhuispoort
Every Saturday and Sunday

Meet the smallest inhabitants of the city!
At more than sixty locations in the city
centre of Leeuwarden, you will discover
the minuscule people in unexpected
places. Rock climbers clamber up City
Hall, homeless people sleep under a
marble surround, and a construction
worker with a jackhammer makes a huge
crack in the ground.

For centuries, the former prison has
stood in the centre of Leeuwarden, the
illustrious Blokhuispoort. Hundreds of
criminals have been imprisoned here,
each with their own story. An exciting
building with masterful tales of escapes
and rough life in prison, told by former
prison guards

miniaturepeopleleeuwarden.nl

blokhuispoort.nl

princessehof.nl

GRAFFITI ART

Street Art Walk
Daily
Walk a surprising route through
Leeuwarden on your own using the
Street Art Map! During this walk, you
will walk past various works of art (legal
and illegal) installed in public spaces,
everything from large murals to small
electrical boxes. Graffiti at its most
beautiful!
aguidetoleeuwarden.nl
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